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1.

Introduction.

Let d be a negative square-free integer and let

K=Q(/-d) be the imaginary quadratic field. We denote by

o

the integer

,/d (resp. (1/2)(1+/d)) if d2 or 3 (mod 4) (resp. d__=l (mod 4)), and by
z/ and h the discriminant and the class number ot K, respectively. We
define the pvlynomial P(x) by
3 (mod4)
x+N()
i
d-- 1 (mod 4),
x x +N(w)
where N stands for the norm map. Following Pro. T. Ono, we define the

P(x)={ +

natural number p by
p= max

{d--2,

{the number of prime factors o.f P(a)}

0<a< Iz/KI/4-1

when d=/=--l,--3 and pK=l when d----l,--3. Using p, Rabinovitch’s
theorem in [2] can be formulated in the following way:
Theorem.
hK- 1 ::p-- 1.
The aim of this note is to prove the ollowing
Theorem 1.
h: p:.
Theorem 2.
h-2p--2.
In his lecture at the Johns Hopkins University in t]ae all of 1984, T.
Ono raised the question to examine if these theorems hold.
During the preparation of this note the author obtained useful suggestions trom conversation with Prof. Ono and trom his lecture, to whom
he would like to. express his hearty thanks.
2. Proof of Theorem 1. Let be an ideal in the integer ring ( of
the imaginary quadratic field K-QG/d). Let a be the smallest positive
integer in and c the smallest positive integer such that b + c is contained
in a for some integer b; then a and c are uniquely determined by a and b
is uniquely determined, modulo a, by
In this case the Z-module
[a, b+ c] generated by a and b+ c becomes the ideal and its norm N
is given, by ac. Since is an ideal, both of a and b are divided by c.
Lemma 1. Let a and b be integers with a:>0; then the Z-module
[a, b+o] generated by a and b+o becomes an ideal if and only if a divides
N(b+oO. In this case the following hold:

.

